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Sunset OC/EC
Practical experiences/issues/recommendations

• Still uncertainty when it’s running well or not due to lack of SOPs that 
define critical operating and data analysis parameters.

• Flow cal procedure has been developed but not been able to perform 
successfully.

• Sucrose cal has yet to be performed.

Recommendation: Another training session now that there are experienced 
users in the network and a hands-on training with the personnel that 
actually run the equipment would be more beneficial now than before. 
The training would focus less on the basics, and more on specifics that 
are presenting problems (e.g. flow cals)

Another question/issue: If the file that is sent to Dave is all that we get 
from serial port, then the software needs to be made to give real-time 
reporting capabilities for AIRNow and other websites, and in order to 
be able to assess performance of the network on the fly (real-time mass 
reconstruction along with continuous sulfate and PM2.5).



Continuous Sulfate
Practical experiences/issues/recommendations

• Although seems to be running fine, there’s still an issue regarding lack 
of SOPs that define critical operating and data analysis parameters.

Recommendation: Perhaps roll in a brief training session in with Sunset 
OC/EC training. There’s never been any formal training for the 
operation of the continuous sulfate box. Perhaps that time could also 
be used to develop/finish off SOPs.



Trace-level SO2
Practical experiences/issues/recommendations

• Current calibration system is not accurate enough to adequately 
calibrate the system. 

This brings up another issue regarding funding – Were states paid all the 
monies they are to be paid to setup/run the RAIN sites or is there more 
to come to cover typical operating expenses (cal gas for trace SO2, 
upgrade hardware for NGN-3a) or even more equipment (trace-level 
CO)?



Nephelometer issues

• The dry neph (NGN-3a) was running with an outdated computer and 
will need to be returned to Optec for the upgrade. The the two board 
system can be replaced with the newly designed PIC based control
board for $995 each (CT has two NGN-3as). The problem with the 
outdated two board computer system is that we can not send 
commands to the NGN-3a to adjust operating parameters (the low-
lamp limit is set too high, the instrument time stamp is close to 5-hours 
slow). Once the low lamp limit is reached the instrument stops 
sampling. This would happen weekly. The wet neph (NGN-2a) had the 
same problem but we communicated with it and lowered the low lamp 
limit. We have yet to change the lamp in the NGN-2a, it seems to work 
fine.

• Question: No one has been requesting neph data so why is it being 
run? Is the data being analyzed or are there plans to have it analyzed?
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